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Abstract
Meteorologists at Weather Research Center have been using ArcGIS to re-create the windfields in past
significant Gulf of Mexico hurricanes in order to develop a hurricane windfield forecast tool in the Gulf
of Mexico. The tracks and windfields for the following hurricanes will be demonstrated: Carla 1961,
Hilda 1964, Betsy 1965, Camille 1969, Carmen 1974, Gilbert 1988, Andrew 1992, Lili 2002, Ivan 2004,
Katrina 2005 and Rita 2005. By plotting the windfields in a layer, one can see that not all tropical
cyclones are alike. They come in all shapes and sizes. With the GIS software one can see where the
highest winds in the cyclone are tracking and what properties will be at the highest risk, with emphasis in
the deepwater leases such as: Green Canyon, Atwater Valley, Keathley Canyon, etc. This wind field
model has also been used in typhoons in the West Pacific and cyclones in the Indian Ocean.
Weather Research Center is a non-profit educational center whose mission is to inspire America’s next
generation of scientists and engineers. The GIS software is a new tool which WRC uses to capture the
interest of young scientists and engineers through the graphical depiction of the weather.

Introduction
Each year the deep water oil leases are at risk of experiencing an impact from a hurricane. Geographic
Information Systems [GIS] have improved a meteorologist’s abilities to study historical tracks of
hurricanes that have moved through the Gulf of Mexico. This software also gives researchers the ability
to map the Gulf of Mexico oil leases with the past tracks to find out which storms have moved through
the leases and what blocks within those leases experienced the worst winds and waves.
Weather Research Center meteorologists were also able to use the WRC Hurricane Wind/Wave Model to
generate the wind and wave fields of these past hurricanes as they moved through the deepwater leases to
determine which blocks in the lease experienced the highest maximum sustained winds and significant
wave heights. The GIS plots demonstrate how each hurricane is unique in size, track and intensity.

GIS Tools For Studying Cyclones
Meteorologists at Weather Research Center have been using ESRI’s ArcView to analyze the weather and
develop tools to study Gulf of Mexico hurricanes. Figure 1 shows how the software can be used to map
the oil leases in the Gulf of Mexico and how you can layer the platforms and MODUs over the leases.
Figure 2 from NOAA indicates the major hurricanes that have occurred in the Atlantic and Pacific basins
from 1851 to 2006. GIS software gives the researcher tools to look at global tracks and sort out the
intense hurricanes for further study.
The GIS Interface located at NOAA’s Coastal Services Center was used to query historical cyclone
tracks in the Gulf of Mexico. The data from these queries was then used in WRC’s ESRI ArcView
program to plot the Gulf of Mexico historical hurricane tracks which moved through Walker Ridge,
Green Canyon, Keathley Canyon, Garden Banks, Atwater Valley and Mississippi Canyon oil leases.
Figure 3 is the plot of all of the known hurricanes in the Gulf of Mexico from 1900 to 2006 from the
WRC GIS Hurricane Model. The purple line indicates when the hurricane was classified as a Category 5
hurricane on the Saffir/Simpson Scale with maximum sustained winds over 135 knots, the red line
indicates when the hurricane was classified as a Category 4 hurricane with maximum sustained winds of
114 to 135 knots, the orange line is for when the hurricane was classified as a Category 3 hurricane with
maximum sustained winds of 96 to 113 knots, and the yellow line is for hurricanes classified as Category
1 or 2 with maximum sustained winds of 64 to 95 knots.
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Gulf of Mexico Hurricanes

Figure 1: GIS view of the Gulf of Mexico with layers showing the oil leases and the platforms and
MODUs

.
Figure 2: Plot of major hurricanes in the Atlantic and Pacific basins since 1851
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Figure 3: Gulf of Mexico hurricanes 1900 – 2006

For this paper, WRC meteorologists selected the following deepwater oil leases: Walker Ridge, Green
Canyon, Keathley Canyon, Garden Banks, Atwater Valley and Mississippi Canyon. The number of
hurricanes since 1900 in each of the study blocks were :
Number of Hurricanes
Walker Ridge
25
Green Canyon
20
Keathley Canyon
18
Garden Banks
16
Atwater Valley
15
Mississippi Canyon
14

Number of Cat 3 or Greater Hurricanes
7
6
12
11
5
5

The strongest sustained wind over the leases was caused by Hurricane Camille which had 165 knots over
Mississippi Canyon on August 17, 1969. Camille also caused maximum sustained winds of 160 knots
over the Atwater Valley Lease.
Thirty-six years later, in August 2005 Hurricane Katrina, caused
maximum sustained winds of 150 knots over the Atwater Valley Lease. Other Category 5 hurricanes that
occurred over Mississippi Canyon were Ethel in September 1960 which caused 140 knot winds and Betsy
in September 1965 which caused maximum sustained winds of 135 knots.
Figure 4 show the tracks of the hurricanes that have moved through each of the study oil leases. Note
that the stronger hurricanes have moved over the Atwater Valley and the Mississippi Canyon area. There
have been three Category 5 hurricanes that have moved through those leases, Hurricane Ethel [1960],
Hurricane Camille [1969], and Hurricane Katrina [2005]. The only other oil leases to have experienced a
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known Category 5 hurricane were Alaminos Canyon with Hurricane Carla in 1961 and South Padre
Island with Hurricane Beulah in 1967.

Figure 4: 1900 to 2006 hurricanes over the deepwater blocks.

Figure 5 is a plot of all of the Category 5 hurricanes over the Gulf of Mexico oil leases from 1900 to
2006. There have been five Category 5 hurricanes, with maximum sustained winds greater than 135
knots, over the Gulf of Mexico oil leases. The portion of the track when the hurricane was at the Category
5 level is indicated in purple, the Category 4 level is indicated in red and the Category 3 level is indicated
in orange.
Figure 6 show the Category 4 and Category 5 hurricanes which have moved over the oil leases. There
have been 23 Category 4 and 5 hurricanes which have moved through the leases since 1900. Fourteen of
these strong hurricanes were east of 90W.
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Figure 5: Category 5 hurricanes over the Gulf of Mexico oil leases from 1900-2006

Figure 6: Category 4 and 5 hurricanes over the GOM leases

Hurricane Windfields and Wave Fields
Weather Research Center has a Hurricane Windfield Model that uses the information from NOAA’s
National Hurricane Center’s advisories to compute the wind and wave fields around a hurricane. The
model computes the maximum sustained winds in knots and significant wave heights in feet using the
radius of tropical storm force winds, the radius of 50 knots or radius of 64 knots winds, hurricane heading
and speed.
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WRC then uses ERSI ArcView to plot the wind and wave fields over the Gulf of Mexico oil leases.
Figure 7 shows a screen shot of the ArcView software with the tracks and hurricane wind fields for some
of the Gulf of Mexico Oil lease hurricanes. The yellow indicates the maximum sustained winds from 64
knots to 87 knots. Notice the different sizes of the windfields. By using the ArcView software, one is
able to visualize the different impacts that each storm would make on the Gulf of Mexico Oil leases. In
other words, size matters.

Figure 7: Screen Shot of ArcView with Category 5 and Category 4 windfields plotted for selected Gulf
of Mexico hurricanes

Figure 8 shows the plotted windfields for both Hurricane Camille 1969 and Hurricane Katrina 2005 when
they were Category 5 hurricanes over the eastern oil leases. The plotted windfields of both storms
demonstrate how two very intense hurricanes can be so different in size. Yellow wind barbs indicate
maximum sustained winds of at least Category 1. The deep purple indicate the Category 5 maximum
sustained winds. The green wind barbs indicate the region of tropical storm force winds [34 to 63 knots].
Notice that the entire wind field for Hurricane Camille would fit into the area of Category 2 or greater
maximum sustained winds of Hurricane Katrina 2005.
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Figure 8 : Plotted windfields for Hurricane Camille 1969 and Hurricane Katrina 2005.
After Katrina and Rita, in 2005, one seems to forget about Hurricane Ivan in 2004 which caused a
significant wave field as it moved over the eastern edge of the Mississippi Canyon lease. Figure 9 is a
plot of the significant wave field for Ivan in 2004. The region of 56 feet significant waves are indicated
with the purple arrows.
The highest significant wave heights were along the border between the
Mississippi Canyon Lease and the Desoto Canyon Lease with most of the higher significant wave heights
over the western part of Desoto Canyon.
The software also demonstrates how the same hurricane can have two different size windfields as it
moves along its track . Figure 10 depicts windfields at two different times for Hurricane Rita 2005; when
Rita was a Category 5 hurricane moving toward the Walker Ridge Lease and Rita as it move through
Garden Banks. Notice the size of the windfield expanded as Rita weakened.
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Significatn wave field for Hurricane Ivan 2004

ArcView can also be used to analyze a hurricane in detail. Figure 11 demonstrates that by zooming into
the Garden Block lease blocks one can easily locate which specific blocks experienced the highest
sustained winds. One can locate the blocks which experienced the worst that the hurricane had to offer.
Figure 12 then adds a layer which has the radar image of the storm. This allows the users to see which
specific blocks are experiencing the heaviest squalls and locates the hurricane center. The red wind barbs
indicate maximum sustained winds of 114 to 120 knots and the orange wind barbs indicated maximum
sustained winds of 84 to 114 knots. This tool allows one to see which blocks would experience the
strongest winds.
One can also use GIS to layer the data such as radar, satellite, sea surface temperatures, etc. The software
allows you to zoom into a location and find out which blocks are experiencing the strongest squalls
during the cyclone.
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Figure 10: Hurricane Rita windfields

Figure 11: Screen shot showing how you can query ArcView to find the maximum sustained winds in a
certain GOM block
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Figure 12: Demonstrates how you can over lay radar as well as the wind field.

Other GIS Uses to Study Hurricanes
WRC’s Hurricane Windfield model is also used in real-time to forecast the wind fields as the cyclone
moves through the Gulf. Figure 13 shows the forecasted windfields for Hurricane Rita. The green dots
indicate the past and current position of Rita and the red dots are the forecasted positions of Rita. The
forecasted windfields for the current position, 12 hour, 24 hour, 36 hour, 48 hour, and 72 hour positions
are given. This allows the user to find which part of the oil leases will experience the highest winds and
waves as the hurricane moves over the GOM oil leases. The line indicates the actual track of Rita.
This model has not only been used in the Gulf of Mexico but has been used to study and forecast
typhoons in the West Pacific and cyclones in the Indian Ocean. The model is a global model and has
enhanced the meteorologists ability to forecast real-time cyclones as well as analyze past cyclone events
for forensic meteorology. Figure 14 illustrates examples of a typhoon in the West Pacific and a cyclone
in the Indian Ocean.
These are samples of forecast that were issued using the model in real time.
Arcview can also be used to indicate the worst case cyclone impact for a particular location. This is
indicated in Figure 15.
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Figure 13: Forecasted windfield for Hurricane Rita

Figure 14: Samples of the hurricane windfield model during real-time Events
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Figure 15: Samples of how ArcView can be used to show the worst case for a Location

CONCLUSION
Using GIS to study the weather and cyclones will continue to help the meteorologists understand the
impact to offshore facilities.
The software gives the researcher new tools to dissect and study each
parameter of the hurricane and its impacts caused by wind and waves. This visual tool allows the user to
view several layers of historical storms as well as being used to forecast the impact of storms.
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